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Abstract: We use technology to improve mathematics education. The first part of this lecture, the logical inconsistencies for introducing technology come from the difference of society, curriculum and technology itself will be mentioned. Because inconsistencies logically existed, we should develop the judicious position of using technology. The judicious users will be teachers and students. The second part, I would illustrate the Japanese approach by focusing on teachers. The later half, I would addressed the importance of judicious using of technology if it is to be a necessity in enhancing students mathematical explorations and developing mental object in order to support their mathematization. The basic theories of mathematics education will be applied to explain this position. To illustrate the importance of both the traditional and computer technology, I would use the perspective drawing and mechanical motions as for the example.

1. Beyond the inconsistencies of using technology in classroom

Technology is a part of necessary tools for knowledge based society. It is true that technology has been pushing globalization and changing society. It is necessary to prepare children, and technology should be introduced into classroom in preparation of the changing society. On the other hands, we should be concerned about some of the logical inconsistencies based on the difference of society, aims of reform and technology itself.

First inconsistency is the mismatch between technology and society of academy and teachers. There is a simplistic motion of introducing technology into classroom because of the existence of some advanced countries in using certain special technology. Even if using technology itself is mathematically interesting, its usage in classroom is meaningful in some countries but not in some other countries. In 1990s, the reform movements of using of innovative technology had influenced the world. The reform of AP-Calculus in USA influenced the other countries. It spreads the use of graphing calculators to limited countries which shared the similar setting and target in their reforms but not with countries having different setting and target. In the case of East Asia, many students have good achievement in their mathematics curriculum without innovative technology. In these countries, teachers are reluctant to use technology even if they well recognize the significance of technology for instance the power of visualization and importance of exploration. In comparison to East Asia, there are many countries in which the mathematics teachers are not well prepared for teaching mathematics. It is not uncommon that mathematics educators who teach elementary mathematics to future prospective teachers do not have good experience in geometrical proof themselves. Judicious technology using (Lynda Ball, Kaye Stacy. 2005) is a general necessary expectation in the teaching content for the knowledge based society when we teach students both on how to use technology and thinking mathematically. On the other hands, if teachers use technology such as Dynamic Geometry Software in their classroom and does not well understand geometrical
proof, their exploration with DGS will be limited hence the meaning of judicious using itself is not similar to other countries.

Second inconsistency is the mismatch between curriculum and technology. Introducing new technology into classroom sometimes means the change in the teaching content and aims of education. There is a simplistic motion to use technology as an alternative to paper and pencil approach. When students explore the free fall phenomena using the digitizing system of the motion of graphing calculator, the approximation by the four degree function is better than the quadrilateral function. Here, teachers are teaching students how to explore the phenomena with graphing calculator on its statistical meaning or its mathematical modeling but not teaching them to consider mathematical structure of the free fall phenomena. If we introduce technology as a necessary tool for learning, it changes the content of mathematics teaching itself. If calculus teacher want to use the free fall phenomena as a model of fundamental theorem of calculus, he hopes that pre-calculus teachers teach it as an example of the quadrilateral function. Many teachers who are teaching upper level of mathematics deny teachers who are teaching lower level mathematics, change the content with technology. Upper level mathematics usually uses lower level mathematics as the mental object for the base of constructing upper level mathematics. In some countries, the movement of introducing technology is ongoing with the regression of mathematics teaching content.

Third inconsistency is among innovations. Even if one learned how to use the innovative technology it gets out dated very fast. On the integrity and fair competition of technological innovation, new technology is tentatively new until new products come and governments have to spend too much for every revision.
Against these inconsistencies, there are some approaches. In the case of Japan, for avoiding these inconsistencies, technology is being fixed by both teaching approaches and textbook based on curriculum standard. To introduce the latest technology into education in keeping tracks with the curriculum innovative ideas, e-textbooks with embedded mathematical software on traditional textbook have been developed in Japan. The feature of e-textbook is a part of teacher’s guidebook and it almost means free because teachers usually buy teacher’s guidebook even if they do not use it. Figure 1 is a sample page taken from the e-textbook which is the same as students textbook but could be projected in the classroom by flash player and demonstrate the way of using software such as DGS and graphing tool embedded in the e-textbook. On the screen in figure 2, parts of the
textbook were displayed and used like an interactive chalkboard and integrating its use as a whole classroom activity.

The important feature of this Japanese approach is that it still keeps track with the same curriculum plan of the traditional textbook and Japanese way of teaching. Teachers do not need to change their ways of teaching (Figure 2). Students do not need to learn how to use technology even if teacher uses e-textbook. Teachers are expected to consider judicious technology using but not students because in this case the using of e-textbook is preferred to be used by teachers. This is a weakness but Japanese approach does not aimed in teaching how to use certain technology.

Figure 2. The e-textbook is used interactively.

2. Using Technology for Mathematical Exploration.

Besides those inconsistencies, there is a consistency for developing technology from the view point of mathematics. All technology in mathematics has been developed to enhance the using of mathematics and exploration of mathematics. These kinds of technology are useful and meaningful for students to be able to experience mathematical exploration.

People who use technology in mathematics know that technology is developed to explore mathematics and used for acquiring invariant in mathematics. For example, it is developed for enabling us to

Figure 3. Visualized Invariant on GRAPES
visualize invisible object and increased our possibility of exploring mathematics. Figure 3 is a well known example. The approach in figure 3 is known by the visualization of the graphing tools. Changing parameters are an important approach for exploring invariant of the family of functions. Before graphing tools existed, only limited students can imagine those kinds of invariant. In traditional curriculum, most of students only learned quadratic function with the equation of \( y = a(x - a)^2 + \beta \) but not the meaning of parameters a, b and c on the equation of \( y = ax^2 + bx + c \), even though they learned the meaning of a and b on \( y = ax + b \).

**Figure 4.** Conceptual Embodiment, Symbolic Calculation & Manipulation, and Axiomatic Formalism (David Tall)

Technology is developed to enable to understand mathematics in another way such as embodiment. Before the graphing tools, it is very difficult to imagine the graphs of \{ \( y = ax^2 + bx + c \); a=1, c=1, and b={…-3,-2,-1,0, 1,2,3,…} \}. The graphing tools allow us to manipulate these parameters.

David Tall introduced the three world of mathematics in explaining the simple features of conceptual development in mathematics (Figure 4. see such as Tall & Isoda, to appear). There are many difficulties for conceptual development in mathematics hence we needs long learning processes in each area of mathematics. On the other hands, if we simplify the processes, there are
three major activities in mathematics: Conceptual Embodiment, Symbolic calculation & manipulation, and Axiomatic formalism. We can map technology into his diagram as follows.

CAS (Computer Algebra System): It enables us beyond hand calculation and the embodiment through visualization. There are some researches such as Michele Cerulli who developed CAS for Axiomatic Formation of Algebraic Calculation.

DGS (Dynamic Geometry Software): It enables us the manipulation of geometrical object. Some system includes automatic proof system.

Graphing Tools including calculator: Most cases used the Blending part. Some tools such as CBR enables us the embodiment in physical activity.

When we consider the way of using and developing innovative technology for mathematics, his map is also useful. For example, we can identify the limitation of current technology and the necessary development such as integrating different software and its mathematical difficulty. At the same time, we should also consider the limitation of figure 4. For example, it shows the existence of other worlds such as Physical World but he focused more on mathematical thinking within the three worlds. On his map, there are traditional technologies which showed that he does not only focus on current technology for conceptual development even though he was the earlier developer of graphing tools. We are not teaching mathematics for technology. For teaching mathematics, if it is necessary we prefer some necessary technology.

3. Technology for developing mental object

Judicious using of various tools and ideas is one of the key idea of mathematics education. There is no matheducator who only chose to use one technology. Depending on the aim of mathematics teaching, the meaning of judicious itself will change too. In this chapter we do not want to distinguish old, traditional, new and innovative technology because its preferences depend on the aim of education. For considering of how to develop mental object, we fix mathematics teaching to teach mathematics through Mathematization. Mathematization is a specialized idea of mathematical activities by Freudenthal (1973): organizing reality by mathematical means (methods) is called mathematizing. From the view point of phenomenology, he also enhanced the development of mental object (entity) in mathematics (Freudenthal 1983).

He argued that to teach mathematics as a given is an anti-didactic inversion, and that students should reinvent mathematics as well as mathematicians invented mathematics through organizing reality. Based on his mathematical experience and historian’s experiences, he described the learning process through mathematization using some examples of van Hiele levels and emphasized the importance of reflection on experience at a lower level for overcoming the discontinuity between levels. This means that students should experience the mathematization of reality. People are accustomed to use tools in their life with mathematical reasoning and developed mathematics through the reflection of these experiences.

To illustrate the process of mathematization, I would like to use the example from the development of perspective drawing.

Today in art lessons, different perspective drawings using one-point, two-point or three-point perspective drawings are taught as a composition technique for drawing pictures. Some people misunderstand that this is the theory of perspective drawing.

Through the screen windows, painters recognized the way of drawing as mental object and researched the way of using the screen window to draw what they actually saw and tried to translate their geometrical experience onto their drawing board (see Figure 10). Figure 10 is explained by
Figure 11 using Dynamic Geometry Software. During that era, how to draw the depth of pictures was an essential problem. Based on the idea of figure 11, painters could know how to draw (contract) the depth in figure 10. The idea of figure 10 was expanded to the anamorphose through inclining screen windows shown in figure 12 and 13.
The ways of how to construct the depth on the board using a set of parallel lines and focusing
to focusing lines develop the mental object for mathematization because there are mathematical invariant three
or more lines intersect at one point. Pascal reconsidered the phenomena upset ways and considered
it from ‘ordonnance’ (beam, the set of parallel lines and lines thorough one point). If we use the
pencil, it is not easy to write the lines which enable to meet at one point. Because we have
experience the difficulty, we feel strange when three lines meet at one point.

The embodiment (Lakoff, Nunez, 2000), explained an even higher mathematical concepts
originated from some metaphors derived from bodily motion, is the basic ideas when we think
about the role of technology. One cannot understand mathematics appropriately without reliable
metaphors. The theory gives a central role of the appropriate metaphors of bodily motion for
understanding abstract mathematical ideas and overcoming discontinuity of learning process. If we
do not know the difficulty to draw three lines intersect at one point, we can not recognize it as
mental object.

In Figure 7, the Theorem of Desargues is explained by Figure 8, which uses the same metaphor
as the pictures in Figures 5 and 6. Projective geometry generalized the eye-beam metaphor. The
eye-beam also existed in the pictures of Christ in the middle ages but it was not a human eye-beam.
It came from heaven and eyes of God. Painters imagined the existence of God and trying to draw
the benediction with eye-beam from God or heaven on the drawing boards. Thus, normally, Christ
should be larger than apostles because they follow and receive God’s eye-beam.

These new tools treated the eye-beam like the eye-beam of a human painter and humanized
reality. Through the use of these geometrical tools, it was possible to see reality as a human
construction and enable people again to use eye-beam metaphors as well as Euclid did at his Optics.
Today, the latest technology, DGS, enables us to construct figure 12 and figure 13. Because we can
drag the Eye Point and Screen, we can easily realize the appropriateness of the construction based
on the perspective drawing theory. We can embody the perspective drawing theory to the real world
which we feel in reality through the dragging the object. Through the embodiment by the DGS,
mental object is now the really object could be dragged.

We have to note that this treatment by new technology is not the same recognition as da Vinci
had because he did not have DGS. On the other hands, DGS supported to see those processes from
the view point of hermeneutics that the understanding of mathematics in a social context includes
the developer’s own, author’s or another’s perspective (Janke, 1994). Mathematics is most reliable
subject to represent or reinvent by other people and thus understanding mathematics include
expecting other people’s mind. Historical tools and current technology enable us to imagine or
simulate developer’s perspective.

Because we know the meaning of Figures 5, 7 and 8, we can imagine the activity in Figures 9 and
10, and imagine the mind of da Vinci and his view of the world. If we understand the Figure 10 as
Figure 11, we understand well that there is only one perspective drawing theory even if, in art, it is
technically explained with many kinds of composition such as using one-point, two-point or three-
point perspective drawings. If we do not know the perspective drawing tools used in Figures 5 and 6,
and if we do not imagine that the structure is the same as looking outside through a window, we
cannot imagine the process by which mathematics developed. Today’s perspective drawing theory
in art that counts the number of vanishing points is only one technique for the composition of a
given picture. It is not only graphics theory but also does not include the theory of perspective
drawing that da Vinci and Dürer developed in their time.

Counting the number of vanishing points of the picture of da Vinci in art classroom in school
teaches technique for the composition of picture but lacks interpretation of it as a human endeavor:
For interpreting, it is necessary to imagine the author’s/painter’s wishes at that age in trying to
explore with tools. This personal interpretation was not constructed without the tools of Figures 5 and 6.

The example illustrates Judicious using of old and new technology, and both technology supported to construct the important mathematical object on the context. This is the reason why we do not need to distinguish between old and new technology in the context of education such as mathematization. Depending on the time and aim, teacher can chose it in the most meaningful way.

4. The intuition supported by mental object and visualization supported by technology.

Every tool has certain intuition. It is this reason why we should choose the appropriate technology depending on the aims of education and necessary to develop the ability for judicious using.
The problems of locus on mechanics are good examples to illustrate what mechanical technology is. Technicians need the appropriate ability and knowledge in order to develop mechanics since majority of us do not have such mathematical intuition. Figure 14 was sited from Japanese Secondary School Textbooks in the 1943. In figure 14a, if point C move the slider AB, where point D is fixed and EC=ED=EF, then how does point F move? The guessing and answer could be illustrated clearly by the window mechanism (figure 14b). In case of figure 14c, how about the case of point C (middle) and point D (1/3). On further grade, they are analyzed by algebraic representations (figure 14d).

What is astonishing about this example is that figures 14a – 14d do look different but they are the same in mechanical meaning. To understand these different mechanics as one mechanics you must solve these problems geometrically according to the order of the textbooks. If you could imagine those mechanics are the same, you must have the mental object that is necessary to develop these kinds of mechanical tools. The similar descriptions existed in the textbook by van Schooten in 1646 (Figure 15). His textbook also began from guessing to geometric and finally algebraic reasoning. The intuition which we could acquire from those textbook is supported by the mental object of geometric reasoning. It bridges mechanics and geometry.

On the other hands, even if we recognize mechanics with geometrical mental object, it is very difficult to imagine the following locus (see bellow) because geometry can treat s limited number of curves as for mental object. This is why it is necessary to use technology for visualizing following curves (see bellow).

For technicians who develop mechanics, mechanical and geometric reasoning is important. From the view point of mathematization, the following curves became the mathematical object which will be expressed by equations of functions. If technicians need to control the motion by computer, they must use the equations, too. Through mathematization, they will develop further intuitions to treat the following motions and develop better imagination as mental object without visualization by computer.

5. Conclusion

Logical inconsistencies for introducing technology come from the difference of society, curriculum and technology itself. Because of these inconsistencies, we should develop the judicious position to use technology. Teachers and students should be judicious user. Japanese approach which focused on teachers is one example. In any example, there is limitation. To enhance students’ mathematical exploration, the importance of judicious using of technology is mentioned, in order to enhance students’ mathematical explorations and developing the mental object that support their mathematization. The basic theories of mathematics education are used to explain this position. To illustrate the importance of both the traditional and computer technology, I used perspective drawing and mechanical motions as the main examples.

We use technology to improve mathematics education. This is the standpoint in this lecture even though there is some necessity to use mathematics education for technology in some occasions.
Figure 14
1943, Japanese Secondary School Mathematics Textbooks
a-c: from guessing to geometrically reasoning
d: after grade, in analytic geometry
Figure 15 Schooten 1646, from Guessing to Geometrically and Analytically.
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